DCP students awarded at the Engineering Colours Awards 2016

DCP student Edward Kossasih being awarded the Bronze Prize during the awards ceremony

The annual Engineering Colours Awards, organized by the NUS Faculty of Engineering, recognize
the significant achievements and contributions by engineering undergraduate students outside their
academic curriculum. Five DCP students have been recognized for their contributions in the
Engineering Colours Awards 2016.
Ang Li Qing , a DCP student from the ECE department has been awarded the Silver Prize. DCP
students Ayush Kumar Pacheriwala (ISE), Jonta Koga (MPE) and Edward Elson Kossasih (ECE)
have been awarded the Bronze Award.
Ayush is a final year undergraduate pursuing double degree in Engineering and Business. At DCP, he
is part of the Frogworks team and worked on the E-Bike that participated in the WAVE Rally in
Germany in 2014. Over the last year, he served as a Residential Assistant at Cinnamon College,
participated in Inter-Faculty Games and represented NUS in a varsity sport. He was the winner at the
inaugural Oliver Wyman Case Competition and a finalist at the Tata Crucible Quiz.
Jonta Koga is a final year Mechanical Engineering Student. Jonta was the project director of
CAC+US Annual Concert 2014. The concert is a special programme under NUSSU Cultural
Activities Club (CAC), where student-body planned and execute combined concert for 11 performing
groups under NUSSU CAC. The event attracted 1600 audience members through ticket sales and was
honoured with the Silver Award in 11th Student Achievement Award.
Edward Elson Kossasih is working on the nanosatellite DCP project. Edward co-organized a
humanitarian engineering makerthon - Project Make-Possible for NUS students. His work involved
organizing sharing sessions with local social entrepreneurs, site visits to SPD Assistive Technology
Center and 1-week hardware hackathon at IDA Labs. This was a joint project between IES,
Engineering Good, IDA Labs, SPD and DCP/EDIC. In addition, Edward has been working with NUS
IEEE-HKN Chapter, ECE Department and ECE USC on the Peer Tutoring Program.
Congratulations to all the winners!

